


1. The draw of cotter should not be more than ____ .

a) 2 mm b) 3mm

c) 4 mm d) 5 mm

2. According to B.I.S, the surface roughness is assessed by _ method

a) Centre line average b) root mean square

c) probability distribution d) primary roughness 

3. When no value is given, ______ may be taken as the sampling length for measuring surface 

roughness.

a) 0.18mm b) 0.5mm c) 0.8mm d) 1.8mm

4. If the roughness value is 50 γm, what is the roughness grade number.

a) N 12 B) N 10 C) N 5 D)N 1

5. According to BIS, which symbol is used to represent lay which is crossed in two slant 

direction relative to plane of projection?

a) M b) C c) X d) II



6. The type of key used when the gear is required to slide on the shaft is

(A) Sunk key (B) Feather key (C) Woodruff key (D) Kennedy 
key

7. A ______ is used to make a semi permanent connection while a ______ permits rapid 
connection or disconnection at the will of operator. 

a) coupling, gear b) gear, clutch c) coupling, clutch d) nuts, bolts

8. Clamp coupling is made of _______.

a) Alloy steel b) cast iron c) mild steel d) aluminium

9. _______ packing provide leak proof joint between cylinder and cylinder head.

a) Hemp b) jute c) asbestos d) nickel 

10. What provides a gas tight space with piston rings and lubricants.

a) Cylinder b) piston c) crank d) bearings



11. For an ideal gas, compressibility factor is

a) Zero

b) One

c) Infinity

d) Not defined

12. Which one of the following is an extensive property of system?

a) Volume

b) Pressure

c) Temperature

d) Boiling point

13. Muntz metal contains copper and zinc in ratio

a) 1:1 b) 2:3 c)3:2 d) 1:4



14. Monal metal is an alloy of

a) Nickel, copper

b) Copper, chromium

c) Nickel, chromium

d) Nickel, iron

15. Knocking tendency in SI engine reduce with increasing

a) Compression ratio b) wall temperature

c) Engine speed d) pressure

16. Two reference fuels used for cetane rating are:

a) cetane, isooctane

b) Cetane, tetraethyl lead

c) Cetane, alphamethyl naphthalene

d) Cetane, normal heptane



17. Two reference fuels used for octane rating are:

a) cetane, isooctane

b) Octane, tetraethyl lead

c) Octane, alphamethyl naphthalene

d) Octane, normal heptane

18. In a 6 x 20 wire rope, number 6 indicates

a) Diameter of wire ropes in mm

b) Number of strands in wire rope

c) Number of wires

d) Length of wire ropes



19. Motion transmitted between teeth of two spur gears is generally

a) Sliding b) rolling

c) Rotary d) partly sliding and partially rolling

20. Product of circular pitch and diametrical pitch equals

a) 𝜋 b) 1 c) ∞ d) 0

21. In a flat belt drive, belt can be subjected to maximum tension,T
and centrifugal tension, Tc. For maximum power transmission

a) T = Tc b) T=2Tc c) T= 3Tc d) T=1/2 Tc



22. Which of the following is not a common section of V belts?

a) F b) C c) E d) A

23. A rack is a gear of infinite 

a) Pitch b) module c) diameter d) number of 
teeth

24. Maximum efficiency of a worm and worm wheel system in terms of friction 
angle Ⴔ

a)
1 −cos ∅

1+cos ∅
b) 

1 −sin ∅

1+cos ∅
c)

1 −sin ∅

1+sin ∅
d) 

1 −tan ∅

1+tan ∅

25. Type of brakes commonly used in automobiles is

a) Shoe brake b) band brake c) band & block brake d)none



26. A reverted gear train is one in which output and input shaft

a) Rotate in opposite direction

b) Are co-axial

c) Are at right angles to each other

d) None

27. When two spur gears having involute profile on their teeth engage, line of 
action is tangential to

a) Pitch circle

b) dedundum circle

c) Addendum circle

d) Base circle



28. In BSW threads, the angle between flanks is

a) 29 օ

b) 47.5 օ

c) 55 օ

d) 60 օ

29. A high pressure angle for spur gears lead to

a) Minimum axial thrust

b) Wide base and stronger teeth

c) More interference

d) none



30. Second law of thermodynamics defines

a) Efficiency

b) Enthalpy

c) Internal energy

d) Entropy

31. In __________ driving and driven shaft are right angle but not intersecting.

A) Bevel gear B) Spur gear

C) Rack and pinion D) Worm and worm wheel

32. The unit of mechanical advantage is

A) Newton B) Joule

C) Watt D) No unit



33. If diameter of shaft is d, then thickness of protective type flange coupling is

a) 0.5d b) 0.25d c) 0.75d d) 2.5d

34. _______ coupling is used as a knee – joint in milling machine

a) Flange b) Oldham c)sleeve d) hookes joint

35. For air cooled single cylinder engine, _____ are joined around the cylinder.

a) Jackets b) head c) fins d) belts 

52. In a “V” belt specification “C3048 IS:2494” “C” indicates

A) Manufactures code B) Inside length

C) V belt cross section D) Type of material



37. For taking high axial thrust loads __________ bearings are used.

A) Ball bearing 

B) Needle bearing

C) Tapered roller bearing 

D) Roller bearing

38. The ratio of the speed of the driven wheel to the speed of the driving wheel is 

A) Angular velocity 

B) Velocity ratio 

C) Creep 

D) Slip

39. Roughness value corresponding to the roughness grade number N2 is _______micron.

A) 50 B) 0.8 C) 0.05 D) 0.025



40. If D = nominal diameter of bolt, then distance across corner of nut is ______ mm.

A) 1.5D B) 2D
C) 1.5D + 3 D) 2D + 3

41. The angle of tail stock dead centre nose is _________ degree.

A) 60 B) 45 C) 90 D) 30

42. A self-excited vibration of the journal is called

a. Shaft whirl b. Oil whirl c. Journal whirl d. Bearing whirl

43. In a double start thread the lead is equal to _________ the pitch.

A) 2 times B) 3 times C) Half D) 1/3rd

44. In radial bearing the load acting is ________ to the bearing axis.

A) Parallel B) Perpendicular C) Inclined        D) Both inclined & perpendicular



45. The sequence of working stroke takes place in a multi cylinder engine is called 

A) Crank throw B) Cycle 

C) Mean effective pressure D) Firing order 

46. The cold starting device of a petrol engine is called 

A) Choke B) Glow plug C) Ignition coil D) Spark plug

47. In a diesel cycle, engine combustion takes place at

A) Constant pressure B) Constant volume C) Constant temperature     D) Constant entropy

48. In a partial journal bearing, angle of contact of bearing with journal is

a)60 o b)120 o c)270 o d)520 o

49. Which among the following is used to close the pipe ends ?

A) Union B) Coupling C) Cap and plug D) Nipple



50. The process of making leak proof joint in a riveted joint is

A) Welding

B) Brazing

C) Caulking and Fullering

D) Soldering

51. Bearing materials should possess

A) High compressive strength 

B) Hard core

C) High hardness 

D) High tensile strength 

52. Which process is called scavenging ? 

A) Burnt gases escape into the atmosphere 

B) The mixture is ignited by electric spark 

C) Air fuel mixture drawn in the crank case 

D) The mixture flows down and pushes the burnt gas out



53. The firing interval of 2-stroke, two-cylinder engine is

A) 520° B) 180° C) 720° D) 120°

54. The compression rings mounted on piston are generally made of

A) High carbon steel B) Low carbon steel 

C) Chromium D) High speed steel.

55. Which of the following bearings can take both radial and thrust load ?

A) Ball bearing B) Bush bearing

C) Roller bearing D) Needle bearing 

56.  In a planer a tool __________, and workpiece _________________.

a) stationary, reciprocates b) reciprocates, stationary

c) Reciprocates , oscillates d) oscillates, stationary



57. 

58. Which of the following is not correct about fixture?

a) It is used to hold the work

b) It is used to position the work the work

c) It assures high accuracy of parts

d) It is used to guide the cutting tool



59. Follower looses contact with cam surface when cam rotates beyond particular 
speed due to inertia forces. This phenomenon is known as

a) Jerk

b) Jump

c) Dwell

d) Fall

60. Bevel gears used for connecting intersecting shafts at 900 and having speed ratio 1 : 1 
is known as

a) bevel gears

b) herringbone gears

c) mitre gears

d) Helical gears



61. Which of the following requires more space for the rotation of spanner?

a) Square Head

b) Hexagonal Head

c) Both require equal space of rotation

d) Cannot be stated

62. The designation M 52 × 2 means

(A) Metric fine threads of 2mm major diameter and 52 mm pitch

(B) Metric coarse threads of 52 mm major diameter and 2 mm pitch

(C) Metric threads of 52 mm pitch diameter and 2 mm pitch

(D) Metric fine threads of 52mm major diameter and 2 mm pitch



63. The property of the bearing material to accommodate small particles of dust, grit 

without scoring journal material is called

(a) thermal expansion (b) embeddability

c) Comformability d) Bondability

64.  Which of the following is a permanent fastening ?

A.Bolts

B.Keys

C.Cotters

D.Rivets



65. The valve rod in a steam engine is connected to an eccentric rod by

A.Cotter joint

B.Bolted joint

C.Knuckle joint

D.Universal coupling

66. In V-belt drive, belt touches

A.At bottom

B.At sides only

C.Both at bottom and top

D.Could touch anywhere



67. The standard angle between the sides of V-belt is

A.25°

B.30°

C.40°

D.45°

68. The part of the tooth between the pitch circle and dedendum circle is called

A. Clearance

B.Flank

C.Face

D.Upper tooth



69. Compression ratio of I.C. engines is

A.The ratio of volumes of air in cylinder before compression stroke and after compression stroke

B.Volume displaced by piston per stroke and clearance volume in cylinder

C.Ratio of pressure after compression and before compression

D.Swept volume/cylinder volume

70. The maximum temperature in the I.C. engine cylinder is of the order of

A.500 - 1000°C

B.1000 - 1500°C

C.1500 - 2000°C

D.2000 - 2500°C



71. The air-fuel ratio of the petrol engine is controlled by?

A.Fuel Pump

B.Governor

C.Carburetor

D.Injector

72. Lathe bed is made of

a)Mild steel b)alloy steel c)pig iron d)chilled cast iron

73. Lathe spindle at the nose end have

internal screw thread b)external screw thread c)no threads d)tapered thread



74.Different spindle speeds on lathe form

a)Arithmetical progression

b)geometrical progression

c)harmonical progression

d)any of these

75. Engine lathe is also known as '-------'.

A. motor lathe B. speed lathe C. centre lathe D. toolroom lathe

76. In a steam engine ,Piston rod is usually connected to crosshead by means of a 

……………………

a)𝐾𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑙𝑒 joint b)Cotter joint

c) Oldham coupling d)  Universal Joint



77. A shaft has a dimension, 35.0−0.025
−0.009. The respective values of fundamental deviation 

and tolerance are

(A) −0.025, ± 0.008 (B) −0.025, 0.016

(C) −0.009, ±0.008 (D) −0.009, 0.016

78. _______ is used for improving the grip of belt in a belt drive.

a) Belt dressing b) belt gripping

c) belt repairing d) belt powering

79. As per BIS system of limits and fits there are 18 grades of tolerance represented by 

number symbols from

A. FT01, FT1,....to IT16 B. FT1.....to FT18

C. IT0....to IT17 D. IT01, IT0, IT1 to 16



80. Pipes buried in earth should be joined with

a)Union Joint b)Spigot and Socket Joint

c)Coupler Joint d)  Nipple Joint

81. Which of the following pipe joints would be suitable for pipes carrying steam_____________?

a) Flanged joints b)threaded joints c)socket and spigot d)Expansion joints

82. In four stroke engine there is one power stroke in _____ of crankshaft rotation.

a) 180° b) 360° c) 540° d)720°

83. Difference between tooth space and tooth thickness is called

a) Backlash b) clearance c) dedendum d) flank



84. For high speed engines, the cam follower should move with

a) uniform velocity

b) simple harmonic motion

c) uniform acceleration

d) cycloidal motion

85. The angle between the direction of the follower motion and a normal to the pitch curve is called

a) pitch angle

b) prime angle

c) pressure angle

d) base angle

86. VTn = C is _______ tool life equation 

(A)Taylor (B) Stephen (C) Chapman (D) Johsons



87. How many valves are there in a two stroke engine ? 

(A)1 (B) 3 (C) 2 (D) None of these

88. Liner and slip bushes are a part of

(A) Milling fixture (B) Drill Jigs

(C) Turning fixture (D) Welding fixture 

89. Gear box is used: 

(A)To produce torque 

(B) For speed reduction 

(C) To obtain variable speeds 

(D)To increase efficiency of system



90. The process of beveling sharp ends of a work piece is called as: 

(A)Grooving

(B) Chamfering 

(C) Facing 

(D)Knurling 

91. The piston and the ————— is connected by a connecting rod: 

(A)Clutch (B) flywheel (C) cylinder head (D) crankshaft 

92. ————— is the phenomenon of supplying air fuel mixture to the engine above the atmospheric pressure. 

(A) Direct draft

(B) Supercharging 

(C) Direct charging 

(D) Indirect charging  



93. Which shaft is used to transfer power from engine to gearbox: 

(A)Clutch shaft (B) Lay shaft (C) Drive shaft (D) Main shaft

94. In a four stroke, compression ignition engine, theoretically for how many degrees of crank rotation will both 

inlet and outlet valve be closed?

(A) 90 (B) 180 (C) 270 (D) 360

95. In a four stroke cycle engine, the speed ratio between crankshaft and camshaft is: 

(A)1 : 1 (B) 1 : 2 (C) 2 : 1 (D) None of these

96. Which of the following will be present in diesel engine? 

(A) Spark plug (B) Carburetor (C) Fuel injector (D) None of these 



97. Type of bearing used for supporting the discs of a standard disc plough is: 

(A)Deep groove ball bearing 

(B) Tapered roller bearing 

(C) Thrust bearing 

(D)Bush bearing 

98. Dry film thickness is measured in 

A) Micron B) Seconds C) Centimetre D) Inches

99. Gun metal alloy contains :

(A) Copper, Aluminium (B) Copper, Tin, Zinc (C) Copper, Lead (D) Copper, Nickel 

100. Name the cylindrical thin disc with hole in the centre :

(A) Plain washer (B) Spring washer (C) Nut (D) Split pin


